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Abstract:
Whether and how correlated topological states without free-electron counterparts occur in metallic systems is an open and pressing question. In heavy fermion systems, it has recently become possible to utilize symmetry to design correlated topological semimetals [1]. In this work, we introduce a general framework where lattice symmetries constrain single-particle excitations through Green’s function eigenvectors even when the Fermi-liquid description breaks down, and substantiate it in a two-channel periodic Anderson model [2]. We demonstrate that correlation-induced emergent excitations are constrained by lattice symmetries to produce non-Fermi liquid topological phases. The topological nature of these phases is characterized by surface states and valley and spin Hall conductivities. We then identify candidate materials to realize the proposed phases. To further demonstrate the power of the Green’s function based symmetry constraints on electronic excitations, we study an exactly solvable model of a Mott insulator with long-range interactions. By relating the symmetry-enforced spectral crossings to degeneracies of the original non-interacting eigenstates, we show that both Mott poles and zeros are subject to lattice symmetry constraints [3]. Our work opens a door to a variety of non-Fermi liquid topological phases in a broad range of strongly correlated materials.
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